
Let's make the sleep experience MATЯ for
your guests, and for the planet.



Our founders decided it
was time to put the huge
mattress waste problem
to bed. That's why MATЯ
was born.

ENDING MATTRESS WASTE.

MEET MICHAELA AND VERENA



mattresses end up as
waste in Europe
every year. 

30 million 

Source: European Commission



That's equivalent to 

20,000
stacked Eiffel towers.



Linear
Economy

Recycling
Economy Economy



With our innovative mattress
solution, we save hotels time,
money and CO2 all whilst enabling
them to provide a premium sleep
experience for their guests.

FOR PEOPLE AND PLANET.



WHY DOES MATЯ, MATTER?

say the mattress is
their first priority for
their overall comfort
and stay satisfaction. 

53% of travellers30 million mattresses 98% of guests
get annoyed if where
they are staying stops
them from being
sustainable.

end up as waste every
year in Europe. That's
equivalent to 20,000
stacked Eiffel towers.

Sources: European Commission, UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the Fraunhofer Institute



Together, let's create sleep
experiences that MATЯ.



A premium
mattress.

Hassle-free
management.

Accessible
financing.

OUR SOLUTION.



4.9 star rating
out of 5 stars
from guests.

350 EUR
saving per
mattress.

50% CO2
reduction per
mattress.

OUR CUSTOMER'S BENEFITS.



Circular
economy

mattress sales
to hotels

Repair &
reuse

New
mattresses

made from our
recycled
materials

Recycling Refurbishing &
reselling

Mattresses
made simple.

 Mattresses as a
service

Creating a digital
mattress journey that
puts mattress waste to
bed whilst saving
hotels time and money.



Meet some of our customers

HOTEL ALTSTADT
VIENNA HOTEL BEETHOVEN

VIENNA
LENIKUS HOTELS

VIENNA

2022 2022 2022

As an innovative startup, we are proud to work with pioneering hotels who
#makesleepmatr



What our customers say

"MATR's solution and quality is
very well received by our
guests and staff."

"As a luxury hotel brand that
cares about our impact on the
planet, we are proud to work
with innovative & sustainable
solutions like MATR"

Barbara Hammerschmid-Kovar,
CEO Hotel Altstadt Vienna

Gabriele Lenikus,
Creative Director Lenikus Group



Our Award-winning Circular Mattress Design

3 breathable, supportive comfort layers
made from 3D polyester

Mattress ticking made from polyester
(washable at 60 degrees)

16cm steel pocket springs made
from steel and polyester

Integrated digital product passport



Certified by the Ergonomic Institute in Munich for its ergonomic
support, excellent ventilation and hygiene  

Flammability standards met, certified in BS7177: NEN EN 597-1
and EN 597-2

Has a height of 22cm and therefore meets 4 and 5 star hotel
bed requirements

OUR MATTRESS CERTIFICATIONS



Healthy Sleep With MATЯ

Very good body adaptation and
ergonomic support

Low adaptability to the body and
back curve

Matratze Conventional Mattress



Our awards & partners

We are proudly supported
& recognised by:

 Innovative Hospitality
Sustainability Service 

2022

Oeko Business Wien
Sustainability Award

2022 2022

Nominees and Austria
winners 

Global circular economy
winners

2021



MATЯ aligns with the
top environmental
certifications for
hotels. 

WE ARE A STRATEGIC FIT.

and many more...



Let's reimagine the hotel sleeping
experience and make sleep matter
for your hotel guests.



Let's put mattress
waste to bed, together.

Michaela Stephen
Co-founder 
michaela@matr.eco
+43 660 633 2374
www.matr.eco

CONTACT US.

#makesleepmatr



Our vision is to wake up
in a world where waste
is no longer a problem.

VISION.



Available Mattress Widths

70 CM (27,55")
80 CM (31,49")
90 CM (35,43")
100 CM (39,37")
120 CM (47,24")
140 CM (55,11")
150 CM (59,05")
160 CM (62,99")
180 CM (70,86")
200 CM (78,74")

Available Mattress Lengths

190 CM (74,80")
200 CM (78,74")
210 CM (82,67")
220 CM (86,61")

Sizing and Comfort Options

Available Comfort Options

Medium
(Our recommendation for hotels)


